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Books suitable for 4 year olds

Do you have a little bookworm in the making? Books provide some of the most magical adventures for children, even those who may not be reading full sentences on their own yet. When it comes to children’s books and preschoolers, there’s no shortage of titles available. We’re going to help you narrow things down and show you our favorite reads
and best books for 4-year-olds. Here are our top 10 favorite books for 4-year-olds. Your preschooler will love going on a journey with Harold and his purple crayon, as they work together to figure out how to get Harold back home to his bed. This title is great because it helps foster your child’s imagination and creativity. A bonus is that there are more
Harold stories out there. If you choose this one and your child ends up loving it, you can hop back online and order some more adventures for you and your child to share. Mr. Fish is not a happy guy. He swims about spreading his dreary mood to all the other fish and they’ve had enough. He doesn’t think he can do anything about it, so he just goes on,
but will there be someone who can change his mind? This one made our list for its use of silly rhyme to make the reader laugh. The fun illustrations of all the ocean characters are also nice for capturing the eye of your child. Mr. Fish is a tried and true hit for bedtime as well. This title is one of our favorites because it uses rhyme and happy
illustrations to keep a young child’s attention. It’s also a good example of a story that can open up a dialogue about what the world has to offer. The story basically encourages children to dream big and actively follow what they’re passionate about. It’s an endearing one for us because it displays how we, as parents, see our children and how we want
the world for them. Pete’s groovy buttons tend to pop off constantly, so Pete decides to sing about it. We like this title because it’s one in a whole series of books about the adventures and activities of Pete, and it’s a major hit with the preschool crowd. This story helps with early counting skills and keeps the interest of the reader with fun illustrations
and a goofy storyline. This book makes the perfect gift for your budding reader. It comes with 10 classic fairy tales with enchanting illustrations and easy-to-read pages, suitable for introducing your child to early reading. In this treasury, you can introduce your child to “The Ugly Duckling,” “Jack and the Beanstalk,” and other classic tales. While they
may not be avid readers yet, using stories with simple words and sentences is useful for encouraging them to start trying. Here we follow the story of a modest house in the countryside and how it stays standing through the trials of time. We see its surroundings morph from the quiet countryside to a loud and busy city. At first, the house loves seeing
the city, but eventually, it misses the countryside and longs to go back. This is a classic that all children should have on their bookshelf. We like this book because it gives readers the opportunity to practice comparing the city and country and allows for lots of open-ended questions during storytime. In this story, the letters of the alphabet all take
turns climbing up a coconut tree. As each letter piles on, they worry if there will be enough room for everybody. This book is cool because it’s repetitive and it goes through the alphabet using a fun storyline. If you want to work on letters with your 4-year-old, this is a great classic to invest in. This is a whimsical story about how different animals kiss
their parents goodnight. Peacock and chick kiss with a kickity high-stepping prance, and you’ll find many other creative kisses. It’s interactive, super cute, and the easy-to-read rhymes can be mimicked as you go. If you have an active child, this may be a good option for a bedtime read. If you want to gently introduce your preschooler to phonics, this is
a fantastic box set to invest in. It comes with 26 stories (one for each letter of the alphabet) as well as exciting activities and short poems at the end of each book. There’s also a teaching guide to help you out with the process. Keep in mind that this set is recommended for children starting preschool and up until the first grade, so it will grow with
your child as they develop. If you’re looking for something that will encourage your 4-year-old to use their imagination, this title is perfect. The story follows a little mouse in the woods who is trying to avoid being eaten by all the other animals. He invents a monster called the “Gruffalo,” hoping to scare them off. We like this one for its use of creativity
in problem-solving, which may encourage your little one to do the same. It’s also a good book for preschoolers for its use of rhyme. Tips for Reading with Preschoolers When kids are young, they’re in their prime for developing cognitive abilities through reading. Despite this, the American Academy of Pediatrics says that one in three American
children start school without the beginner literary skills needed for learning to read. If you want your child to have a leg up on literacy before they enter kindergarten, encouraging a passion for reading is a must. By the time your child turns 4, they should approach things curiously and will probably have an expansive vocabulary. They may be able to
recognize most letters and, in some cases, write their name (1). How to Choose Books for 4-Year-Olds There are several things to keep in mind when you’re on the hunt for books. At this age, your child has surely started displaying their interests and personality, which will help along the way. How to Engage Your Child We know reading has
everlasting benefits for children, but what if you don’t consider yourself an “active” reader? Maybe you feel like you’re completely monotone during storytime and you can see that your child isn’t enjoying it as much as they could. If this is the case for you, here are some pointers to help you out: Before opening the story, read off the title and the
author’s name while simultaneously pointing at the words. Your child may not be able to read yet, but pointing to these will show them that the title and who created the book is important. Throughout the story, it’s beneficial to pause every now and again to ask questions about the things they see, and so on. If you’re reading a story about a sad hippo,
you can ask your child how they think the hippo feels and why the hippo may feel that way. Doing this will aid in comprehension and help your child search for the deeper meanings to things. Before reading any books with my child, I always like to read or skim through them first. By doing this, it makes it easier to read with the thoughts and feelings
of the storybook characters in mind. This will also give you a chance to decide how you want to go about explaining new vocabulary words or other questions that may arise from reading the book. Read On! As you can see, there really is an abundance of options for your preschooler to choose from. By reading interactively together at home, your child
will begin to look forward to reading independently. Before buying, make sure to glimpse at the content and gauge whether it’s appropriate for your 4-year-old or not. Our favorite is Harold and the Purple Crayon. We love Harold for his expansive imagination and ability to keep kids interested with nothing but his creativity and a large purple crayon.
Have you read any of the titles on our list? What are your thoughts? We want to know in the comments below! Looking for the best books your 4-year-old can get into? It’s still hard to believe that tiny bb you just brought home from the hospital basically yesterday is now a talkative, wisecracking, *strongly* opinionated 4-year-old. We’re betting their
interests look a little bit different now, and that goes for everything including the food they want to eat, the toys they play with, and the books they want to read.Four years is a transition period—your kiddo is through with board books but not quite old enough to sit through longer picture books or chapter books juuuust yet. It may also be a time when
they’re transitioning into preschool, where they’ll be coming across all different kinds of kids. So it’s important to include some books that address and celebrate the diversity among younger children. We’ve added a few books to this round-up that are must-haves for your kids bookshelf and must-reads before starting school. (And shockingly, none of
our picks include the same Disney characters your kiddo usually gravitates toward – *gasp*!)Books for 4-year-old kids “should offer fun opportunities of engagement—both visually and rhythmically,” says author and illustrator Sujean Rim, who wrote the Birdie series. “Look for picture books with captivating images for a child to point to, ask about, or
giggle at, or find a story with a rhythmic cadence,” she notes. The most important thing? Books for this age group should be super fun to read aloud to make story time enjoyable for kiddos—and for parents.Below are 15 of our favorite books for the 4-year-old in your life: From how to deal with separation anxiety, to a magical knight’s tale about
accepting who you are, to a mystery complete with a map and clues for sleuthing—we’ve found your (and your 4-year-old’s) new fave read.The Best Books for 4-Year-OldsHair Love by Matthew A. Cherry$8.98Prince and Knight by Daniel Haack$11.29Lucy and Company by Marianne Dubuc$16.95Spend It! By Cinders McLeod$16.98Help Find Frank by
Anne Bollman$16.95The Sea Book by Charlotte Milner$13.90The Not So Quiet Library by Zachariah O’Hora$14.49Pink Is For Boys by Robb Pearlman$15.99Red: A Crayon’s Story by Michael Hall$11.90The Ultimate Book of Cities$16This article was originally published on 12.26.2019
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